GBSG Home Solutions
Taking care of you and your home for over 35 years
Burglar Alarms

Fire Alarms

Electronic Gates

CCTV Cameras

Keyholding

GBSG Pulse®

Monitoring
from only
£1 a week.*

Keeping you and your home safe
As security and safety specialists, we have been taking care
of you and your home for over 35 years

Our Solutions
Burglar Alarms

We all value our homes, as a place of safety and sanctuary and this is why we offer solutions that
give you the best possible protection. Smart system design and installation of the highest standards
means you can keep your loved ones, possessions and property safe. Our security protects you
around the clock and through our innovative design you always have flexibility and control.

Fire Alarms

With burglar alarms as well as fire and carbon monoxide detection, we can develop a full solution
that meets all of your needs. You can automate your security from home or away and always feel
safe in the knowledge that we are protecting what matters the most.

Electronic Gates

CCTV Cameras

Keyholding
Servicing &
Maintenance
GBSG Pulse®

Burglar
Alarms
Designed speciﬁcally to cover your home,
giving you maximum security
Our burglar alarms help to keep your
property and possessions safe. This
wireless solution will fit seamlessly into
your home and provide real peace of mind.

Fire
Alarms
A life-saving essential part of any home
You are twice as likely to die in a house fire
that has no smoke alarm and it’s important
that it is a fully working fire alarm system.
Fitted as part of our home solution, our
alerts can help keep your home safe even
if you are away.

Electronic
Gates
Helping you control access to your property
Providing secure entry and access to your
property, electronic gates can be controlled
remotely or through a key fob, pin code
or swipe card.

CCTV
Cameras
Helps you deter theft and damage to
your property
CCTV cameras can provide you with extra
security around the outside and perimeter
of your property.

Keyholding
With keyholding we can investigate a ﬁre
or burglar alarm activation for you
Keyholding can provide you with extra
reassurance if you are away from your
home for long periods of time.

Servicing &
Maintenance
Keeping you secure with pro-active
maintenance
With GBSG we offer on-going servicing
and maintenance which includes a 24 hour
emergency call-out service, so you can
always be sure that your system is in good
working order.

GBSG Pulse®
Helps you to keep control of your security, anytime anywhere. With alerts,
designed by you to give you peace of mind. Includes support from our
dedicated Helpdesk who can carry-out remote bug fixes.

Monitoring
from only
£1 a week.*

Pulse Plus – monitor even more. You could also benefit from adding carbon monoxide sensors
or medical alerts to your system. Speak to our team or visit www.gbsg.co.uk to find out more.

Complete systems: designed,
installed, maintained and
monitored by security experts.

t. 01775 821100
e. sales@gbsg.co.uk
w. gbsg.co.uk
@GBSGLtd

/GBSGLtd

Security House, High Street, Donington,
Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 4TA
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